SUN SHINE HOSPITALITY SERVICES
(HOUSE KEEPING & JOB WORK SERVICES)
# 2-41/11/10, KONDAPUR MAIN ROAD, HYDERABAD 500084 Ph.040-66368836
To

Date: **-**-2019

Customer Name ,

Kind attention

Dear Sir,

Sub: - Quotation for Deep cleaning
We are a team of young entrepreneurs and willing to provide a world class
cleaning hygiene systems to the industry, who are looking for a professional house
keeping services in and around Hyderabad, and implementing high standards through the
back up of JOHNSON DIVERSEY {an associate company of HINDUSTAN LEVER
LTD}, a world leader in cleaning and hygiene business past hundred years. Please find
below the jobs, which we can take and deliver excellent results.

We under take the following jobs:
Carpet vacuum and dry foam shampooing
Upholstery (Sofas and Chairs) vacuum and dry foam shampooing
Floor scrubbing and cleaning.
Marble grinding and noble polishing.
Venation Blinds.
Cloth panels cleaning

Our Machinery & Material
Taski Ergodisc-165 machine.
Taski Vacumat-12 machine.
Taski Foam Generator.
Taski R1 floor cleaner.
Taski R2 marble cleaner.
Taski Tr 101 carpet shampoo.
Taski TR 103 carpet stains remover.
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Sum of our valuable clients:
Wipro Technologies, Dell, Ananth Technologies, CTS, K.RIT, Hotel Green Park, IDEA
Cellular Ltd., TATA Teleservices Ltd., Aurobindo Parma Ltd., Tata Teleservices Ltd.,
Aditya Park Inn, Baseraa hotel, Ohri’s Banjara, Hotel Blue Fox, Hotel Golkonda, Palace
Heights, Shanghai Dice, Zafraan, and Pearl Regency.
SCOPE OF THE QUOTATION
The following quotation for all work stations, Floor and Other furniture cleaning
one time contract as per above mentioned schedule with Swiss made Taski Machines at
your Home/office, eco-friendly consumables.
Taski Egrodisc-165
Taski Foam Generator
Taski Vacuumat-12
Taski TR101
Taski TR103

- Carpet and chair Dry foam Applicator.
- Dry Foam Generator.
- Vet and dry vacuum cleaner.
- Shampoo liquid.
- Stains remover.

Floor Scrubbing:
We can take care of all types of floors like marble, vitrified tiles, vinyl, mosaic, Kota,
granite etc., these floors required to do scrubbing often, to remove adhesive dirt, which
accumulated on the joints of the floors and floor corners. We scrub the floor thoroughly
using SWISS make machines TASKI ergo disc {a single disc machine} with Ecofriendly detergents and remove adhesive dirt, which is loosened from the floor, and take
out all with TASKI Vacuumat-12 {a powerful heavy-duty
vacuumcleaner}vacuumcleaner}
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Venetian Blinds Cleaning:
We can take care of all types of venetian blinds, these venetian blinds required to do
scrubbing often, to remove adhesive dirt, which accumulated on the blinds. We scrub the
blinds thoroughly from all directions using TASKI R1 with Eco-friendly detergents and
remove adhesive dirt, which is loosened from the blinds, and take out all with TASKI
Vacuum machine {a powerful heavy-duty vacuumcleaner}
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Carpet & Upholstery Dry foam shampooing:
For carpet & chairs traditionally using wet foam cleaning, in this process carpet
will get, will take lot of time to get it dry, if we don’t give proper time carpet gives mufti
smell and lot of bacteria will growth under net carpet. So now we are doing dry foam
cleaning. But we do the carpet Dry foam cleaning. In this method the carpet will get dry
with in 45 minutes. In this process TASKI Dry Foam Generator, will produces dry foam
with 3-4% moisture, this foam is massaged on the vacuumed carpet with a soft nylon
brush and massages the foam from all directions, the adhesive dust is converted to dry
dust within few minutes of application. Then the dry dust will be vacuumed with a
powerful vacuum cleaner and the detergent also kills 99% of dust mites. The dry carpet
is looking clean, fresh and has a pleasant perfume.
Quotation rate: We charges include manpower, material and Machinery.
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Sl.
No.

Description

01

Rate

Sq.Ft

Rs. Ps.

3/4 BHK Home Deep cleaning
Includes: All Floor scrubbing with Taski machines
Kitchen: Deep cleaning of Cupboards ( 75% stains
removing) Sinks, Fittings, flat form, Exhausts fan,
Wall tiles hand scrubbing and Washing Area
cleaning.
Washrooms: Deep cleaning of all washable areas and
removing 70% of scaling of tiles. (Tile to tile deep
cleaning of commode inside & outside cleaning with
imported chemical, cleaning of all steel fittings and
cleaning of Ventilator and Exhausts fan etc.,
Bed rooms: Deep cleaning of Fans, lights, windows
and furniture and cupboards inside and outside
manual wet scrubbing and 75% dirty stains
removing.
Common areas: Hall furniture cleaning, Balcony
cleaning grills cleaning, Cobwebs cleaning, Fans &
A/c Cleaning, Furniture and Pictures, Windows Grills
& Glass, Doors, Cupboards inside & outside (Hand
Scrubbing and 75% dirty stains removing).

Total
Rupees Twelve Thousand Only

Therefore, we assure our best services are all times and look forward your valuable work
order to for an everlasting relation.
Thanks with regards,

For SUNSHINE Housekeeping Services
Please contact any clarification Ph. 9000202024

(P.KISHORE KUMAR)
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